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Abstract-A new criterion for classifying multispectral remote sensing images or textured images by using spectral and spatial information is proposed. The images are modeled with a hierarchical Markov Random Field (MRF) model that consists of the observed intensity process and the hidden class label process. The class labels are estimated according to the maximum a posterWri (MAP) criterion, but some reasonable approximations are used to reduce the computational load. A stepwise classification algorithm is derived and is confirmed by simulation and experimental results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multispectral remote sensing data contain spatial as well as spectral information, and the utilization of both kinds of infOlmation should enable us to classify images more accurately than we can with conventional pixelwise techniques. There are two kinds of spatial information available. The first is a priori knowledge that the areas of classified regions tend to be rather large in comparison with pixel size. This homogeneity assumption seems reasonable because the adjacent pixels in a remote sensing satellite image are apt to have similar gray levels because the image is taken from such a far point. The second kind of spatial information is the class-dependent texture property that constitutes a group of pixels. This texture property defines the correlation between the gray level of one pixel and those of its neighbors. The correlation is considered to be dependent on a classified region.
Zhang et al. [5] improved the classi fication of multispectral data by using the homogeneity assumption in addition to spectral information: image segmentation was performed using the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation and the MRF was introduced to implement the ho mogeneity assumption. Jeon and Landgrebe [6] have also developed a classification method utilizing spatial homogeneity information with MRF models within the framework of MAP estimation and have even dealt with temporal information Neither of these working groups, however, have used the texture property. Some class of MRF model is efficient to express textures, therefore it is desirable to include a criterion by the spatial texture information into MAP estimation.
This correspondence therefore proposes a new criterion for classi fying multispectral remote sensing data or textured images. It consists of three factors: the class-dependent spectral statistical properties, the spatial homogeneity of the classified image, and the class dependent texture property. This correspondence also gives a stepwise classification algorithm implementing this criterion. Our goal is the optimal classified image x' = {.r 1l, ... , ,J; N x Ny } based on the observed data y. Each site of the segmented image is to be assigned into one of M classes; that is, .r ij E {1, 2, ... , M}, where 1\1 is the number of classes and assumed to be known. This optimization is executed from the viewpoint of the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation.
III. IMAGE MODEL
Let us take notice of only one image taken at the kth wavelength, k :ti , which is one textured image and modeled with a hierarchical MRF model. That is, we use a special case of a pairwise interaction (PWI) model. [1] for the region process X and a multi-level logistic (MLL) model [3] for the texture process. The fundamentals of MRF's can be found in the literature (for example, [2] ).
According to Besag [1] , the local conditional density function (LCDF) of the PWI model for Xij with a class m is given as where [>'ij(l) is the number of the ijth pixel's neighbors having class 1 and ~,. is a parameter to be estimated. On the other hand, the LCDF of the MLL model for y~ with a gray-level 9 is P(yt = y I !J~;J ) = _1_ -Lc EC , ,e""i, ",;"ej VC;j(pairv"" )(v;'j=g,<J.') (2) 
where .IJ~iJ is the gray level of the pair-partner pixel.
Although the Gauss MRF model [4] is also suitable for representing the statistical properties as well as the spatial correlations and can deal with continuous values, we use the MLL model because it is easier to estimate the statistical and the spatial parameters separately than to estimate them together in a model. And because the observable value at the ijth pixel at the kth wavelength, Y:j, is assumed be a discrete one, the MLL model is useful enough in our experiments. Suppose that the spectral correlation is a pixelwise multi-Gaussian distribution conditioned with the class. Then the LCDF for the ijth pixel coming from class Tn is class m. To simplify the description, we set e = {fL,n' Em : m. = J,···.M}.
IV. CLASSIFICATION CRITERION
Given the observed data y and the estimated parameter set tP {-y, 4>, 8}, our purpose is to find the optimal classification x· that maximizes the posterior distribution P(XIY, tP). That is
x The number of candidates for x, however, is enonnous: AI Nx x Ny. To avoid this computational impossibility, we use an iterative approach where the previous classification obtained at the pth iteration, say
x(p), is assumed to be known. Then, using Bayes rule, the new classification for the ijth pixel at the (p+l )tb iteration is assigned as
oj Scanning over the lotal sites, we get the new classification at the (p+l)tb iteration X(I'+I) = {:l'~j+l)}. Since it is easily shown that the posterior probability for x(l'+ I) never decreases compared with the one for x(/'), the suboptimal classification i can be obtained as the convergence of iteration. This method was originally proposed by Besag [I] and is called the iterated conditional modes (rCM) algorithm. Hence, we approximate the right-hand side of (6) as Taking logarithms of (7), substituting each LCDF's, and neglecting constant terms, we obtain the following quantity Q( '1, <1>. e) as a criterion for a class of the ijth pixel to maximize:
A stepwise classification algorithm (Fig. 2 ) is designed to im plement the criterion described by (8) . It uses only the pixelwise spectral information in the first step, and because the pixel wise classified image is too coarse for estimation of the MLL parameters, the homogeneity assumption is needed to get a better segmented image in the second step. After the MLL parameter estimates are obtained, a more accurate classification is executed in the third step. rn the second and third steps, the model parameter estimation and the image classification are executed iteratively and adaptively. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
First, the classification algorithms were tested on simulated four wavelength textured images generated on a computer. The 128 x 128 true classified image shown in Fig. 3 was generated by the Gibbs sampler (GS) [2] algorithm according to the PWI model with the parameter r = 1.5 and consists of five classes (regions).
After filling each c.lass with a class-dependent texture (speckled, horizontal, vertical, oblique, or contra-oblique) and adding a class dependent multi-Gaussian noise, we obtained four observed images y = {yl, ... , y4}. One, 1/, is shown in Fig. 4 . When the proposed stepwise classification procedure was driven with the observed images y and the initial statistical parameters e\O) estimated from the sample images, the final classified image x\~~) shown in Fig. 5 was obtained. Its error rate l is only 2.25 %. The iteration terminated when there was no more new updating for x. It might seem easy to classify each region using the mean values, but the problem we deal with here is not so straightforward. The Gaussian noise and the properties of textures in each region make it difficult to obtain a neatly (and correctly) classified image such as Fig. 3 from Fig, 4 . In addition, this computer simulation is useful in assessing how effectively the algorithm works because the true classified image exists.
To compare multispectral and single-spectral classifications, we made a classification using only one observed image shown in Fig. 4 . The resultant single-spectral c.lassified image (Fig. 6) clearly has more misclassifications (the error rate is 7.09 %) around the regional boundaries than does the multispectral one.
Another experimental image classification with fixed parameter estimation instead of simultaneous parameter estimation showed that although the fixed parameters accelerate the convergence of the I The error rate is defined as the ratio of the number of pixels in the classified image that differ from the lrue image to the number of total pixels. algorithm, the resultant error rate (6.44 %) is about three times as much as that obtained with the simultaneous estimation, Second, the classification algorithms were applied to real remote sensing data. Experimental data y =: {yl, . .. ,yl} were acquired by Landsat through four spectral bands and yl is shown in Fig. 7 . These 298 x 384 images are expected to be classified into five categories: water (class one), conifers (class two), deciduous (class three), open fields (class four), and epidemics (class five). In the classified images, a pseudocolor representation is used: class one, black, class two, red, class three, green, class four, yellow, and class five, violet.
Driving the stepwise classification procedure with the observed images y and the initial statistical parameters e\O) estimated from the sample image data, we obtained the final classified image X)~)1 shown in Fig. 8 . In this experiment, we skipped STEP II because xl was good enough for estimating the MLL model parameters directly, and the updating of less than one percent of pixels of the whole image was set as the convergence standard. As the final estimated parameters, we obtained li~), =: 0.811, iI>\~)J listed in Table III , and e\~1 listed in Table IV .
To compare multispectral and single-spectral classifications, we made classifications using only images observed each at a single wavelength, One such classified image using yl is shown in Fig. 9 and clearly includes misclassifications. Moreover it proved difficult to obtain a unified single image combining all images, each classified at a single wavelength, because the classifications differed for each wavelength.
VI. CONCLUSION
In tbis correspondence, a new method based on the MAP esti mation criterion is proposed for the classification of multispectral remote sensing or textured images. Tbe images are modeled witb a hierarcbical MRF: the PWI model for tbe hidden class label process and the MLL model for the observable texture process. The spectral information at each pixel is modeled witb a multi-Gaussian distribution. The criterion consists of I) the pixelwise dependency of the data on each class, 2) the homogeneity assumption of class label process, and 3) tbe texture property dependent on each class. A stepwise classification procedure has been developed to implement the criterion, The information that tbe procedure uses increases gradually, and the classification results are improved step by step. The model parameters are estimated iteratively and adaptively.
The proposed algoritbm is applied to both the textured images generated on the computer and to real remote sensing data. Although images classified according to the new criterion are significantly better than these obtained using the conventional pixelwise classification, tbe proposed procedure is computationally intensive because of tbe estimation of a number of parameters, especially for multispectral
